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Summary
The Semantic Web (SW) [9] is regarded as the next generation of the World Wide
Web, which is able to bring semantics to web content. It provides not only the
structure of the web but also meaningful information. To make Semantic Web services
understandable for distributed agents, formal definitions of the terms and relations
among them are essential. These definitions construct a document called ontology. A
Semantic Web ontology itself is defined by a Resource Description Framework Schema
(RDFS) [10] and DAML+OIL. DARPA Agent Markup Language (DAML) [32] is a
description logic-based language. It is built on the basis of the eXtensible Markup
Language (XML). With the combination of the Ontology Interchange Language (OIL)
[11], DAML+OIL provides well-defined semantics and domain structures.
Since SW ontologies enable the sharing of concepts, the consistency of ontologies
become very important. Reasoning and consistency checking is useful during the
design, maintenance and deployment phases. However, because SW technology is
still at early stage, the current tools for reasoning about SW ontologies are primitive.
Therefore, some researchers have tried to make use of reasoning tools, like Alloy [16]
and Z/EVES, to explore the possibility that existing software engineering technologies
can contribute to the Semantic Web approach. My research focus is on Isabelle [3].
Isabelle is a popular generic theorem prover. It provides a large set of logics that are
ready to use, such as classical higher-order logic (Isabelle/HOL).
Based on Isabelle/HOL, how do we make use of this theorem prover to reason about
SW ontologies? First of all, essential DAML+OIL constructs are to be encoded into
Isabelle logic definitions in an Isabelle theory called SW. Algebraic properties of these
DAML+OIL constructs are proved to support efficient reasoning about ontologies.
The next step is to build a transformation tool to transform an SW ontology into an
Isabelle theory file, which is extended from SW theory. The last step is to construct
goals that need to be proven about the ontologies.
Both subsumption (class level) reasoning and instantiation (instance level) reasoning
are supported by Isabelle.
Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation and Goals
Recent research on the World Wide Web have extended to the semantics of web
content. More meaningful information is embedded into the web content, which
makes it possible for intelligent agent programs to retrieve related information based
on requirements. The Semantic Web (SW) [9] approach proposed by W3C attracts
the most attention. It is also regarded as the next generation of the web.
A Semantic Web service is a kind of application developed based on the Semantic Web
technology. There have been some Semantic Web services developed recently, e.g.,
ITTAKLS [4]. Ontology is one of the important concepts in Semantic Web services.
1
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An ontology is a document defining the semantic relationships between terms used
in the service. A Semantic Web service usually works in a distributed environment
because of the nature of the web. Hence, the consistency of its ontology is essential
to make the service work correctly. Since the Semantic Web approach is still a new
research field, it is lacking in specific supporting tools for reasoning about ontologies.
There are many existing tools that can support logical reasoning very well, such as
logic programming languages, model checkers, theorem provers, etc. Logic program-
ming languages such as Prolog may encode and implement the semantics of Semantic
Web elements very well, but in order to build a reasoning system for Semantic Web,
we may have to do a lot of additional work. The concept of software reuse brings
us the idea of making use of existing reasoning tools to reason about Semantic Web
ontologies. It appears to be a short cut and more economical.
Semantic Web is based on Description Logic (DL) [24]. There have been some re-
searches using DL classifier or reasoner to reason about Semantic Web ontologies.
Some researchers have also tried to use model checkers to do the same job. Another
research focuses on a theorem prover dedicated to Z. Based on these approaches, the
approach of using a generic theorem prover to reason about Semantic Web ontologies
comes to our mind. Isabelle is one widely used generic theorem prover.
Isabelle has some theory libraries. Isabelle/HOL [25] is the most developed one that
provides much more support than others like Isabelle/FOL. It includes a large set
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of theories such as HOL, Set, Typedef, Inductive, List and so on. Since Semantic
Web is a developing technology, we decided to make use of Isabelle/HOL to build the
reasoning system so that it may help on future enhancement.
1.2 Contribution of The Research
There are two main contributions of this thesis, an Isabelle theory for DAML+OIL
semantics with supporting lemmas and a transformation program for Semantic Web
ontologies.
Firstly, an Isabelle theory is defined for the generic DAML+OIL semantics, which
is very much like a library. With this theory, concrete examples of Semantic Web
ontologies are expressed as extensions of it. The direct encoding of DAML+OIL is
not enough. In order to improve the theory library, a number of useful supporting
lemmas are defined with proof, which provide help on further reasoning tasks.
Consequently a transformation program becomes necessary. This program is devel-
oped based on an existing Java library for DAML+OIL. It is reusable and extensible
for future enhancement.
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1.3 Organization of The Thesis
This thesis consists of seven chapters in total. Chapter 1 gives an introduction to
the research, including the motivation and objectives. Chapter 2 discusses back-
ground knowledge of the Semantic Web and the theorem prover Isabelle. The core
parts of this thesis are Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. The Isabelle theory definition for
DAML+OIL semantics is explained in detail with basic concepts and guidelines for
extension in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 introduces a program that can transform Seman-
tic Web ontology files into Isabelle theory files. The algorithm and some parts of
the implementation are also shown in this chapter. Chapter 5 introduces the whole
reasoning procedure, starting from transformation, followed by goal encoding, end-
ing with additional supporting lemmas and final proof. Examples of both class-level
reasoning and instance-level reasoning are discussed. The last section of Chapter 5
is a case study and a more complicated example. Chapter 6 discusses related work
and compares some existing approaches. The last chapter, Chapter 7, concludes the
thesis and also talks about future work that can been done.
Chapter 2
Background Knowledge
2.1 Semantic Web Overview
The Semantic Web [9] has been considered as the next generation of the World Wide
Web recently. It not only includes structural and visible data like traditional WWW,
but also describes data well with machine-understandable semantics. In a word, web
contents become readable for intelligent software agents in addition to human beings.
Figure 2.1 shows the Semantic Web stack, a vision from Tim Berners-Lee. It draws
a clear picture of relations between all layers. We put our focus on the ontology (in
DAML+OIL) related layers, that is, from the RDF and RDFS [19] up to the logic
framework and proof (using Isabelle) layers.
5
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Figure 2.1: Semantic Web Stack by Tim Berners-Lee
2.1.1 Semantic Web Ontology
In order to fulfill the requirements of understandable data in the Semantic Web,
ontologies are defined and distributed throughout the World Wide Web. An ontology
can be viewed as a kind of XML document containing the formal definitions of terms
and relations. On the other hand, an ontology is not any simple XML document. It
must be based on RDFS.
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2.1.2 RDF and RDFS
The Resource Description Framework (RDF) forms a foundation for intelligent agents
to exchange information. It provides a framework for metadata processing. An RDF
statement has the form
<subject property value>
where subject refers to a Web resource, property and value describe one of its prop-
erties with value. Therefore, in contrast to a simple XML document, an RDF docu-
ment is more meaningful. For example, an XML document may contain a sequence
of numbers and characters, but an RDF document can have machine-understandable
information explaining the meaning of this sequence, an Identity Card number.
The RDF Schema (RDFS) provides a vocabulary for RDF documents in addition
to the RDF model and syntax. At the same time, RDFS also puts constraints on
RDF structures. Therefore, it can help software agents to explicitly understand the
information in Semantic Web.
2.1.3 DAML+OIL
The DARPA Agent Markup Language (DAML) [1] is a language based on description
logic. Combined with the Ontology Interchange Language (OIL), DAML+OIL [32]
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is developed on the basis of XML and RDFS with well-defined semantics, including
constructs for classes and properties as well as instances, domains and ranges of
properties. It is more powerful than RDFS on modelling Semantic Web ontologies.
The following is an example ontology in DAML+OIL and RDFS. It defines a class
Person with relations and restrictions. Animal is a class and hasParent is a property.












Isabelle [3, 30, 28, 29, 31] is a generic theorem prover that is widely used as a support-
ing tool in all kinds of research areas. It is developed by Larry Paulson (University
of Cambridge) and Tobias Nipkow (TU Munich).
Isabelle provides an environment for users to load logic definitions and statements,
and use them to prove goals interactively. It can also be used to check proofs written
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in batch files. In order to write structured proofs, users are recommended to adopt
the extension of Isabelle, Isar [26].
2.2.1 Isabelle Theory Library
Isabelle supports libraries. A library is called theory in Isabelle. It can be either
pre-defined or user-defined.
Pre-defined Theory
Isabelle is released with a wide range of pre-defined logic theories. The most developed
object logic is Isabelle/HOL. It implements classical higher-order logic, including
simply-typed set theory. Isabelle also supports first-order logic (Isabelle/FOL) with
other related logics, including Isabelle/ZF which defines Zermelo-Fraenkel set theory.
User-defined Theory
Users can also define their own theories. For example, if a user-defined theory is
named MyTheory, it can be defined in a text file MyTheory.thy using Isabelle theory
or Isar theory syntax. The main content of a theory file can include type declarations,
function definitions, etc. In this thesis, we consider only Isar theories, which can also
include supporting lemmas and proofs.
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2.2.2 Definitional Modelling Using Isabelle/HOL
In using Isabelle/HOL [27] to prove theorems, there are a few simple procedures to
follow. Firstly, a user defines a new theory. Inside the theory definition, the user may
need to declare new data types to support the new theory. Constant declarations
and definitions are the core of a new theory. They provide essential information to
future proofs. However, generally definitions alone are not enough to prove a goal
efficiently. Users may have to provide intermediate lemmas. Using correct tactics is
also essential for achieving the proof in limited steps.
2.2.3 Theory Definition
There are a number of pre-defined theories that users may reference. Every theory
provides useful lemmas about its defined constants. When a user has new logics to
define, he must create his own theory file.
To define a new theory, users start by referencing some existing theories. They may
have already defined supporting theories for the new theory. Any related theory, no
matter if it is pre-defined or user-defined, can become the basis of the new theory.
The general form of the theory definition command is
theory MyTheory = theory1 + theory2 +...+ theoryn :
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where theory1, ..., theoryn are existing supporting theories.
For example, during this research, we put our focus on Isabelle/HOL. It includes a
theory Main, which contains all the basic theories such as sets, lists, etc. A new theory
named SW is defined on top of theory Main for the purpose of Semantic Web ontology
reasoning. So the definition of theory SW is
theory SW = Main:
2.2.4 Types
Type declarations and definitions are very important elements in new theory defini-
tion.
Type Declaration
When introducing a new type without any definition, we use the command typedecl.
It simply gives a name for the new type. This is dangerous without giving detailed
definitions. The format of the command typedecl is
typedecl typeName
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Type Definition
Normal type definitions are constructed using the command typedef. The basic idea
is that the new type is a copy of a non-empty subset of an existing type. The command
datatype is based on typedef and it performs better than typedef by packaging
related supporting lemmas with respective datatypes. Isabelle can support mutually
recursive datatype definitions, where two datatypes are defined with dependance on
each other. It can also support recursive datatype definition, where the datatype can
appear in its own definition. These two recursions are quite useful when users need
to have more complicated datatypes. No matter whether the datatype definition is
direct or recursive, the format of command datatype remains simple and easy to
understand.
datatype myType = NAT nat
| TYPE2 type2
| TYPE3 type3




Constants can be declared using the keyword consts. They must be assigned a type,
either a pre-defined type, such as boolean (bool), natural number (nat), etc., or a
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user-defined type. Whatever type the variable is assigned, there is only one single
format for a variable declaration. This is the syntax of consts.
consts var1 :: bool
var2 :: myType
var3 :: nat set
2.2.6 Functions
Functions form the core of a theory definition. Like most programming languages,
users need to declare and define the functions. Function declaration alone can also
play a role if the detailed definition of that function is not available.
Function Declaration
The function declaration in Isabelle is like that in any other traditional functional
language. It contains the name of the function, one or more input parameters and
one output parameter. Like variables, function parameters can be of both pre-defined
types, user-defined types, as well as compound types. And the keyword for function
declarations is also consts. Isabelle takes the last type element in a function decla-
ration as the output parameter.
consts myFunction :: "nat list => nat => bool"
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In the function declaration example above, the function name is myFunction. There
are two input parameters, one of type list of natural numbers, and another of type
nature number. The output parameter is of boolean type. It can also be written as
consts myFunction :: "[nat list, nat] => bool"
which clarifies the distinction between input and output parameters.
Function Definition
Functions are defined under keyword defs. For example, based on the declaration of
function myFunction in the previous section, its definition can be as follows:
defs myFunction_def : "myFunction NL V == ALL n:(set NL). n=V"
The type and sequence of input parameters must match that in the function declara-
tion. Therefore, NL is a list of natural numbers and V is a nature number. The whole
term on the right hand side returns a boolean value, which also matches the output
parameter type in the function declaration.
2.2.7 Lemmas
Generally function definitions alone are not enough to support the efficient proof of
derived goals. It is useful to prove some frequently used facts. These facts are defined
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using lemma in Isabelle. Supporting lemmas can either appear in a theory definition
for further reference or just act a specific role for a particular goal. During proof of a
lemma, pre-defined methods and rules or other lemmas can be referred using apply
or by. There can be multiple apply statements with done to end the proof. The
alternative way is to use by alone. One by statement is same as one apply statement
followed by done. Note that the sequence of apply statements is very important.
The format of lemma definition is
lemma myLemma1 : "P ==> Q ==> S"
by auto




The lemma myLemma1 can also be written as
lemma myLemma1 : "[|P, Q|] ==> S"
by auto
2.2.8 Theorems
The goal to be proved in a theory can be defined as theorem. It is a logic statement.
If Isabelle can get a true value, this theorem is proved. Otherwise, Isabelle prompts
that it fails to prove the theorem, which means users have to provide more rules if
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it should be proved. The format of theorem definition is the same to that of lemma
definition.





Proof in Isar proceeds through the application of methods. They are used in a apply
command. The method rule is used to invoke a lemma or a theorem. When unfolding
function definitions, we use simp or unfold followed by the definition names. The
methods blast and auto apply powerful automated proof strategies.
2.3 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we introduce the background knowledge of Semantic Web and the
theorem prover Isabelle. It is the foundation to effectively model Semantic Web
ontologies in Isabelle.
Chapter 3
Isabelle Theory Definition for
DAML+OIL Semantics
3.1 Basic Concepts
DAML+OIL is based upon RDF and RDFS with the addition of class, property and
object concepts. Therefore, a DAML+OIL statement is a type of RDF statement.
It has clean and well defined semantics [6]. DAML+OIL primitives are encoded into
Isabelle definitions according to their semantics.
An Isabelle theory SW is defined for the semantic model of DAML+OIL using HOL
as the basic logic library. The library contains not only the encoding of DAML+OIL
17
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language primitives but also a number of related supporting lemmas that can be
directly referred in future reasoning tasks. With more and more supporting lemmas
added into the library, it becomes more completed and helps new goals to be proved
more efficiently. Appendix A has the complete definition.
theory SW = Main:
In order to reason about Semantic Web ontologies in DAML+OIL later on, new theory
should be created based on this theory. For example,
theory OntologyExample = SW:
Everything in the Semantic Web context has type resource. It can be classified as
either class, property or other resource type. To capture these types and the
relationship between them, three axiomatic types are declared and one data type is




datatype SWresource = Class class
| Property property
| Resource resource
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A class is a kind of resource that is related to a set of instances in some category. The
instances can be any type of resource, i.e., SWresource. The function instanceOf de-
clares the relationship between a class and its set of instances which can be any type
of Semantic Web resource. Given a class, this function returns a set of SWresource
that contains the instances of this class.
consts instanceOf :: "class => SWresource set"
The property also has a basic relation called subVal. It declares the relationship
between a property and a set of subject-value pairs. Given a property, this function
returns a set of SWresource pairs.
consts subVal :: "property => (SWresource * SWresource) set"
3.2 Class Elements
The class elements mainly describe the relations among classes in DAML+OIL. In
this section, four commonly used relations are encoded into Isabelle.
3.2.1 subClassOf
The subClassOf function describes the relation between two classes. A class C1 is
subclass of another class C2 if and only if all its instances are also inside class C2.
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The declaration and definition of subClassOf are as follows. The declaration also
shows that subClassOf can be written using the infix [<].
consts subClassOf :: "class => class => bool" (infixl "[<]" 65)
defs subClassOf_def :
"C1 [<] C2 == (instanceOf C1) \<subseteq> (instanceOf C2)"
3.2.2 disjointWith
The disjointWith function defines that two classes C1 and C2 are disjoint so that
they don’t have common instances. In other words, the intersection of the sets of
instances for these two classes is the empty set.
consts disjointWith :: "class => class => bool"
defs disjointWith_def :
"disjointWith C1 C2 == (instanceOf C1) \<inter> (instanceOf C2) = {}"
3.2.3 sameClassAs
Two classes are said to be the same if and only if their sets of instances are the same.
This is defined in the function sameClassAs.
consts sameClassAs :: "class => class => bool"
defs sameClassAs_def :
"sameClassAs C1 C2 == (instanceOf C1) = (instanceOf C2)"
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3.2.4 disjointUnionOf
The disjointUnionOf function is a bit complicated. It defines the relationship be-
tween an individual class C and a list of classes CS. The set of instances of class C is
the union of those sets of instances of all classes in the list of class CS. At the same
time, all classes in the list are disjoint from one another. The logical definition should
be able to give a straight explanation.
consts disjointUnionOf :: "class => class list => bool"
defs disjointUnionOf_def :
"disjointUnionOf C CS ==
(ALL C1 C2. C1 mem CS & C2 mem CS --> disjointWith C1 C2)
& ((UN c:(set CS). (instanceOf c)) = (instanceOf C))"
3.3 Property Restrictions
The property restrictions focus on properties. In this section, some commonly used
property restrictions are discussed.
3.3.1 toClass
According to DAML+OIL semantics, the function toClass constructs a class C1 with
a restriction on its instances. An instance of C1 either has no values in property P,
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or if it has values in property P, the respective values must belong to another class
C2.
consts toClass :: "property => class => class => bool"
defs toClass_def :
"toClass P C1 C2 ==
ALL c1 c2. c1:(instanceOf C1) =
((c1,c2):(subVal P) --> c2:(instanceOf C2))"
3.3.2 hasValue
The function hasValue restricts the property value for a class C. All the instances of
class C have the same value of property P.
consts hasValue :: "property => class => SWresource => bool"
defs hasValue_def :
"hasValue P C R ==
ALL c. c:(instanceOf C) --> {r. (c,r):(subVal P)}={R}"
3.3.3 hasClass
The function hasClass is quite similar to hasValue. The difference is that the re-
spective property values are not one value R but belong to another class C2. In other
words, all the instances of class C1 have values of property P belonging to class C2.
consts hasClass :: "property => class => class => bool"
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defs hasClass_def :
"hasClass P C1 C2 ==
ALL c1. EX c2.
c1:(instanceOf C1) --> c2:(instanceOf C2) & (c1,c2):(subVal P)"
3.3.4 cardinality
The function cardinality refers to the number of property values for every instance
of a class. Every instance of class C has exactly N distinct values on property P.
consts cardinality :: "property => class => nat => bool"
defs cardinality_def :
"cardinality P C N ==
ALL c. c:(instanceOf C) = (card {v. (c,v):(subVal P)}=N)"
3.3.5 maxCardinality
The function maxCardinality is related to cardinality function. Every instance of
class C has at most N distinct values on property P.
consts maxCardinality :: "property => class => nat => bool"
defs maxCardinality_def :
"maxCardinality P C N ==
ALL c. c:(instanceOf C) = (card {v. (c,v):(subVal P)}<=N)"
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3.3.6 minCardinality
The function minCardinality can be considered as the dual of maxCardinality
function. Every instance of class C has at least N distinct values on property P.
consts minCardinality :: "property => class => nat => bool"
defs minCardinality_def :
"minCardinality P C N ==
ALL c. c:(instanceOf C) = (N<=card {v. (c,v):(subVal P)})"
3.3.7 cardinalityQ
The function cardinalityQ sets more restrictions than the cardinality function.
Every instance of class C1 has exactly N values in property P that belong to class
C2. However, it can have other values in P that are not instances of C2.
consts cardinalityQ :: "property => class => class => nat => bool"
defs cardinalityQ_def :
"cardinalityQ P C1 C2 N ==
ALL c1. c1:(instanceOf C1) =
(card {c2. (c1,c2):(subVal P) & c2:(instanceOf C2)}=N)"
3.3.8 maxCardinalityQ
Similarly maxCardinalityQ sets more restrictions than the maxCardinality function.
Every instance of class C1 has at most N values in property P that belong to class
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C2. It can also have other values in P that are not instances of C2.
consts maxCardinalityQ :: "property => class => class => nat => bool"
defs maxCardinalityQ_def :
"maxCardinalityQ P C1 C2 N ==
ALL c1. c1:(instanceOf C1) =
(card {c2. (c1,c2):(subVal P) & c2:(instanceOf C2)}<=N)"
3.3.9 minCardinalityQ
The difference between minCardinalityQ and maxCardinalityQ is the same as that
between minCardinality and maxCardinality. Every instance of class C1 can have
any number of values in P, but among those values, at least N values belong to class
C2.
consts minCardinalityQ :: "property => class => class => nat => bool"
defs minCardinalityQ_def :
"minCardinalityQ P C1 C2 N ==
ALL c1. c1:(instanceOf C1) =
(N<=card {c2. (c1,c2):(subVal P) & c2:(instanceOf C2)})"
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3.4 Boolean Combinations of Class Expressions
3.4.1 intersectionOf
The function intersectionOf relates a list of classes CS to an individual class C.
The set of instances of C forms the intersection of all the sets of instances of the
classes in CS. In other words, class C consists all instances that are common to all
classes in the class list without other instances.
consts intersectionOf :: "class list => class => bool"
defs intersectionOf_def :
"intersectionOf CS C ==
ALL c. c:(instanceOf C) = (ALL CL:(set CS). c:(instanceOf CL))"
3.4.2 unionOf
The function unionOf also defines a relation between a class list CS and an individual
class C. Comparing to intersectionOf function, the obvious difference is in the
relation. The set of instances of C forms the union of all the sets of instances of the
classes in CS. This means that class C consists all instances of any of the classes in
the class list without other instances.
consts unionOf :: "class list => class => bool"
defs unionOf_def :
"unionOf CS C ==
ALL c. c:(instanceOf C) = (EX CL:(set CS). c:(instanceOf CL))"
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3.5 Property Elements
3.5.1 subPropertyOf
The function subPropertOf defines a relation between two properties. One property
P1 is said to be a sub-property of another property P2 if and only if the set of
subject-value pairs in P1 is a subset of that in P2.
consts subPropertyOf :: "property => property => bool" (infixl "[<<]" 65)
defs subPropertyOf_def :
"P1 [<<] P2 == (subVal P1) \<subseteq> (subVal P2)"
3.5.2 domainOf
The function domainOf restricts the domain of a property P. All subjects from P are
instances of a domain class C.
consts domainOf :: "property => class => bool"
defs domainOf_def :
"domainOf P C == ALL (sub,val):(subVal P). sub:(instanceOf C)"
3.5.3 rangeOf
The function rangeOf restricts the range of a property P. All values from P are
instances of a range class C.
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consts rangeOf :: "property => class => bool"
defs rangeOf_def :
"rangeOf P C == ALL (sub,val):(subVal P). val:(instanceOf C)"
3.5.4 samePropertyAs
The function samePropertyAs states that a property P1 is the same as another prop-
erty P2, that is, that the sets of subject-value pairs of the both properties are the
same.
consts samePropertyAs :: "property => property => bool"
defs samePropertyAs_def :
"samePropertyAs P1 P2 == (subVal P1) = (subVal P2)"
3.5.5 inverseOf
The function inverseOf defines a relation between two properties. A property P1 is
regarded as the inverse of another property P2 when the set of subject-value pairs in
P1 is the relational inverse of those in P2.
consts inverseOf :: "property => property => bool"
defs inverseOf_def :
"inverseOf P1 P2 == (subVal P1) = (subVal P2)^-1"
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3.5.6 transitiveProp
The function transitiveProp defines the transitivity of the subject-value pairs in a
property P.
consts transitiveProp :: "property => bool"
defs transitiveProp_def :
"transitiveProp P ==
ALL r1 r2 r3.
(r1,r2):(subVal P) & (r2,r3):(subVal P) --> (r1,r3):(subVal P)"
3.5.7 uniqueProp
The function uniqueProp states that there is only one value instance mapping to
every subject instance in property P.
consts uniqueProp:: "property => bool"
defs uniqueProp_def :
"uniqueProp P == ALL s. card{v. (s,v):(subVal P)} = 1"
3.5.8 unambigousProp
The function unambigousProp states that there is only one subject instance mapping
to every value instance in property P.
consts unambigousProp:: "property => bool"
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defs unambigousProp_def :
"unambigousProp P == ALL v. card{s. (s,v):(subVal P)} = 1"
3.6 Guidelines For Extension
The Isabelle theory SW contains useful supporting lemmas. However, as a library,
currently these lemmas are not enough for all kinds of reasoning goals. In another
word, this theory is open for extension. Some more complicated but generic lemmas
can be added into the theory. On the other hand, whenever the user faces difficulties
in proving a goal, he may have to provide more lemmas. If the arguments in such a
lemma can be substituted by generic arguments, the lemma can also be added into
theory SW. The latter case provides lemmas that are more applicable for Semantic
Web reasoning.
3.7 Chapter Summary
An Isabelle theory SW is defined in this chapter. It is a general theory that can be the
foundation for models of other detailed Semantic Web ontologies. Most DAML+OIL
functions have been encoded into theory SW. However, it is not complete yet because
of the decidability limitation of Isabelle. To make the reasoning more efficiently, more
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An Isabelle theory SW for general DAML+OIL semantics has been defined in Chapter
3. The consequent task is to develop a tool to transform a Semantic Web ontology
into an Isabelle theory based on the SW theory.
Although the transformation tool is developed based on DAML+OIL, we have fore-
seen the growth of this language. (There has been a new generation, the Web Ontology
language (OWL) [12].) Therefore, an object-oriented Java program is used to allow
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the capture of new features easily in the future. Moreover, there are existing Java li-
braries that can parse DAML+OIL elements, which can also shorten the development
period for the tool.
The transformation tool DAML2Isa imports a Java API from one of the existing li-
braries, Jena [5]. Jena is developed by HP Labs Semantic Web Research Group [2].
It is a Semantic Web toolkit. The version used in DAML2Isa is Jena1. Recently a beta
version of Jena2 has been released, which can support new functionalities like OWL.
4.2 Transformation Rules
The DAML2Isa tool defines transformation rules from DAML+OIL to Isabelle. Every
Semantic Web ontology is transformed as a new theory in Isabelle. Theory SW acts as
a basis for the new theory. For example, an example ontology can be transformed as
theory exampleTheory = SW:
The information in an ontology includes class, property, restriction, etc. Resources,
such as classes, properties or even general resources, are transformed as constants in
Isabelle, while restrictions are transformed as axioms. In some cases, a DAML+OIL
statement can have multiple parts so that it will be transformed as either constants
or axioms or even both.
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DAML+OIL Statement Isabelle Statement
<daml:Class rdf:ID="clsA"> consts
<rdfs:label>clsA</rdfs:label> clsA :: class
</daml:Class>
<daml:Class rdf:ID="clsB"> consts
<rdfs:label>clsB</rdfs:label> clsB :: class
<rdfs:subClassOf axioms
rdf:resource="#clsA"/> subClassOf clsB clsA :
</daml:Class> "clsB [<] clsA"
<daml:Class rdf:ID="clsC"> consts
<rdfs:label>clsC</rdfs:label> clsC :: class
<daml:disjointWith axioms
rdf:resource="#clsA"/> disjointWith clsC clsA :
</daml:Class> "disjointWith clsC clsA"
Table 4.1: Class Transformation
In the following sections, we discuss the detailed transformation rules. Please refer
to the appendix for a full list of transformations.
4.2.1 Class Transformation
A DAML+OIL class is transformed as a constant with class type. The RDF ID is
taken as the class name. Axioms are generated based on the constraints that this
class has. Some examples are listed in Table 4.1.
4.2.2 Property Transformation
A property is transformed as a constant with property type. The RDF ID is taken
as the property name. Properties may have property elements, which are also trans-
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DAML+OIL Statement Isabelle Statement
<daml:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="propA"> consts
<rdfs:label>propA</rdfs:label> propA :: property
</daml:ObjectProperty>
<daml:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="propB"> consts
<rdfs:label>propB</rdfs:label> propB :: property
<rdfs:domain> axioms
<daml:Class rdf:about="#clsA"/> domainOf propB clsA :
</rdfs:domain> "domainOf propB clsA"
</daml:ObjectProperty>
<daml:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="propC"> consts
<rdfs:label>propC</rdfs:label> propC :: property
<daml:inverseOf axioms
rdf:resource="#propA"/> inverseOf propC propA :
</daml:ObjectProperty> "inverseOf propC propA"
Table 4.2: Property Transformation
formed as axioms. Table 4.2 shows some examples of property transformations.
4.2.3 Restriction Transformation
Property restrictions are transformed as axioms. The axiom name is composed of the
restriction name and property name followed by other related information. According
to different restrictions, the other information can be any combination of classes,
resources, or even numbers. Table 4.3 shows some of the examples.
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DAML+OIL Statement Isabelle Statement
<daml:Class rdf:ID="clsA"> consts
<rdfs:label>clsA</rdfs:label> clsA :: class
<rdfs:subClassOf><daml:Restriction> axioms
<daml:OnProperty toClass propA clsA clsB :






<rdfs:label>clsB</rdfs:label> clsB :: class
<rdfs:sameClassAs><daml:Restriction> axioms
<daml:OnProperty hasValue propB clsB resA :






<rdfs:label>clsC</rdfs:label> clsC :: class
<rdfs:subClassOf><daml:Restriction> axioms
<daml:OnProperty cardinality propC clsC 2 :




Table 4.3: Restriction Transformation
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DAML+OIL Statement Isabelle Statement
<clsA rdf:ID="insA"> consts
<rdfs:label>insA</rdfs:label> insA :: SWresource
</clsA> axioms
instanceOf insA clsA :
"insA:(instanceOf clsA)"
<clsB rdf:ID="insB"> consts
<rdfs:label>insB</rdfs:label> insB :: SWresource
<propA rdf:resource="#insA"/> axioms
</clsB> instanceOf insB clsB :
"insB:(instanceOf clsB)"
instanceOf propA insB insA :
"(insB,insA):(subVal propA)"
Table 4.4: Other Transformation
4.2.4 Other Transformation
The transformation is not always one to one. One paragraph of DAML+OIL state-
ment can be transformed into a number of constants and axioms.
The functions instanceOf and subVal are two of the special cases. The transforma-
tion for instance of class will generate one constant with SWresource type and one
axiom with function instanceOf. Usually the instance of property is embedded into
statements of instance of class. Therefore, it is only transformed into one axiom with
function subVal. Please refer to Table 4.4 for details.
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4.3 Chapter Summary
In this chapter we describe the brief procedures to transform a Semantic Web ontology
in DAML+OIL into Isabelle theory. There are some standard rules to follow during
transformation. A tool is developed to automate and simplify the transformation.
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Chapter 5
Reasoning about Semantic Web
Ontology
5.1 Reasoning Procedure
Figure 5.1 shows the procedure for reasoning about Semantic Web ontology in DAML+OIL.
An ontology in DAML+OIL is passed to the DAML2Isa program. The DAML2Isa
then produces an output file containing the Isabelle theory. After adding the goals
to be proved, the file is passed to Isabelle. If the goals are all proved, it is done. If
not, it is necessary to add more supporting lemmas and pass the document to Isabelle
again until all goals are proved.
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Figure 5.1: Reasoning Procedure
5.2 Example Ontology
The partial DAML+OIL example ontology about human beings [7] is used as a case
study to illustrate the procedures of reasoning about Semantic Web ontologies using
Isabelle. This example ontology is available at the DAML web site for easy reference.
Please refer to Appendix B for the full document.
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The ontology below defines four classes. Class Animal is the super class of class
Person, Male and Female. Class Female is disjoint with Male. Property hasParent



























This piece of DAML+OIL code can be transformed into Isabelle as follows.
consts




subClassOf_Person_Animal : "Person [<] Animal"








subClassOf_Female_Animal : "Female [<] Animal"




domainOf_hasParent_Animal : "domainOf hasParent Animal"
rangeOf_hasParent_Animal : "rangeOf hasParent Animal"
5.3 Subsumption Reasoning
The purpose of subsumption reasoning is to prove the subclass relation between two
classes. This can be done through different ways of inference based on different
information.
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5.3.1 Transitivity of Subclass
The most direct way of subsumption reasoning is based on the transitive property of
subclass.
For example, there is another class Man which is subclass of Person and Male. We can










subClassOf_Man_Male : "Man [<] Male"
subClassOf_Man_Person : "Man [<] Person"
The goal that class Man is a subclass of Animal is defined in Isabelle as the theorem
theorem
subClassOf_Man_Animal : "Man [<] Animal"
When we try to prove this goal in Isabelle, it fails (shown in Figure 5.2).
In order to prove this goal, a supporting lemma is defined in the main theory SW to
express the transitivity property of the function subClassOf.
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Figure 5.2: Failed Proof
lemma
subClass_trans : "C1 [<] C2 ==> C2 [<] C3 ==> C1 [<] C3"
by auto
With support of lemma subClass trans, the goal theory subClassOf Man Animal
can be proved based on other two axioms. Isabelle keeps silent in this case (shown in
Figure 5.3).
theorem
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Figure 5.3: Successful Proof
5.3.2 Class Restriction on Property
Another widely used way of subsumption reasoning is based on class restrictions on
properties. That is, if a class C1 has a restriction on property P, and another class
C2 has the same restriction on property P and possibly other restrictions, class C2 is
subclass of C1.
For example, suppose a class Adult is subclass of Animal and has restriction toClass
on property hasParent like follows
<daml:Class rdf:ID="Adult">
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Animal"/>












subClassOf_Adult_Animal : "Adult [<] Animal"
toClass_hasParent_Adult_Person : "toClass hasParent Adult Person"
It can be proved that class Adult is subclass of Person with supporting lemma
toClass subClass based on function subClassOf and toClass.
lemma





With the additional lemma defined into theory SW, the goal subClassOf Adult Person
can be proved.
theorem
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5.4 Instantiation Reasoning
As declared previously, Isabelle can support instance level reasoning for Semantic
Web ontologies. Instance level reasoning focuses on the relation between a Semantic
Web resource and a class.
5.4.1 Membership of Class
A Semantic Web resource can be proved to be an instance of a class as long as there
is enough information. For instance, based on set theory, if an element (Semantic
Web resource) is an instance of a set (class), it must be an instance of any super set
(super class).
Here is a more complicated case. Suppose that there exist two Semantic Web resources
anAdult and aPerson. The resource anAdult is an instance of class Animal, aPerson
is an instance of Person, and anAdult hasParent aPerson. We can prove that
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Once again, a supporting lemma is necessary for proof. The lemma toClassD1 ex-
plains more about function toClass.
lemma
toClassD1 [elim] : "toClass P C1 C2 ==> (c1,c2):(subVal P)
==> c2:(instanceOf C2) ==> c1:(instanceOf C1)"
by (unfold toClass_def) blast
Three axioms have already fulfilled the requirements for applying the lemma. It can
be concluded that anAdult is an instance of Person.
theorem
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5.4.2 Non-membership of Class
Although Isabelle does not support model checking, users can still manually check
for inconsistency. For example, sometimes an inconsistency can be figured out by
proving that a Semantic Web resource is not an instance of a class.
As stated in the example ontology, class Female is disjoint with Male. Suppose there








instanceOf_aFemale_Female : "aFemale:(instanceOf Female)"
It is obvious that aFemale is not an instance of Male. In order to prove it, a supporting
lemma disjointWithD is necessary.
lemma
disjointWithD [elim] : "disjointWith C1 C2 ==> x:(instanceOf C1)
==> x~:(instanceOf C2)"
by (unfold disjointWith_def) blast
Therefore, the final proof is as follows.
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theorem





5.5 Instance Property Reasoning
Instance property reasoning is another important part of reasoning about Semantic
Web ontologies. A Semantic Web application serves meaningful queries based on the
understanding of ontology. Sometimes the necessary information is not directly stored
in the database. The agent has to analyze what it knows to reply to the queries.
We take a common relation between two persons as an example. Suppose Adam
hasFather Peter. Can we conclude that Peter hasChild Adam? In order to an-
swer this question, we have to define two more properties hasFather and hasChild.





subPropertyOf_hasFather_hasParent : "hasFather [<<] hasParent"
consts
hasChild :: property
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axioms





instanceOf_Adam_Person : "Adam:(instanceOf Person)"
instanceOf_Peter_Person : "Peter:(instanceOf Person)"
instanceOf_Adam_Peter_hasFather : "(Adam,Peter):(subVal hasFather)"
Two supporting lemmas are defined to help on the above query.
lemma











By applying these two lemmas and three available axioms, the goal to prove Peter
hasChild Adam can be reached step by step.
Since hasFather is sub-property of hasParent, the fact Adam hasFather Peter en-
sures Adam hasParent Peter. Furthermore, hasChild is inverse of hasParent. Now
we can conclude that Peter hasChild Adam.
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theorem







5.6 Checking Beyond DAML+OIL
There are some complicated properties of Semantic Web ontology that are given
by domain knowledge but cannot be expressed by DAML+OIL. Since they are not
included in the ontology, some ontology verification tools like RACER or FaCT are
unable to find inconsistency according to these properties. Whereas users can specify
such properties as axioms in Isabelle and apply it to instances in the ontology.







domainOf_allocateTo_Team : "domainOf allocateTo Team"
rangeOf_allocateTo_Project : "rangeOf allocateTo Project"
According to the domain knowledge, the start time of an instance of project is earlier
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than the end time. Otherwise, it is not a valid instance of project. Such a property
cannot be expressed in DAML+OIL, but can be specified as an axiom in Isabelle.
consts
startTime :: "SWresource => nat"
endTime :: "SWresource => nat"
axioms
invalidProject : "endTime p < startTime p ==> p~:(instanceOf Project)"
With help of invalidProject, inconsistencies like invalid instances of project are




startTime_projectA : "startTime projectA = 6"
endTime_projectA : "endTime projectA = 2"
projectA_time : "endTime projectA < startTime projectA"
theorem




Another constraint based on domain knowledge is related to the project allocation.
A team cannot work on more than one projects simultaneously at any given time.
In another word, the durations of two projects allocated to the same team cannot
overlap. This property again cannot be expressed by DAML+OIL, but with Isabelle
axioms it can be checked.
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In the following example, projectP is allocated to team, and another project projectQ
has duration overlapping with projectP. Therefore, if projectQ is also allocated to
team, it is an invalid allocation, i.e., an inconsistency.
axioms
invalid_allocation : "(t,p):(subVal allocateTo)
==> startTime p < startTime q
==> startTime q < endTime p







instanceOf_projectP_Project : "projectP:(instanceOf Project)"
instanceOf_projectQ_Project : "projectQ:(instanceOf Project)"




startTime_projectP : "startTime projectP = 1"
endTime_projectP : "endTime projectP = 3"
startTime_projectQ : "startTime projectQ = 2"
endTime_projectQ : "endTime projectQ = 4"
lemma
compare_time1 : "startTime projectP < startTime projectQ"
apply (simp add: startTime_projectP startTime_projectQ)
done
lemma
compare_time2 : "startTime projectQ < endTime projectP"
apply (simp add: startTime_projectQ endTime_projectP)
done
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lemma
compare_time3 : "endTime projectP < endTime projectQ"
apply (simp add: endTime_projectP endTime_projectQ)
done
theorem








This chapter illustrates the detailed procedures for reasoning about Semantic Web
ontologies. It starts from the transformation of DAML+OIL statements into Isabelle
theory. The next step is to define supporting lemmas to help with theorem proof.
Three types of reasoning tasks are discussed. They are subsumption, instantiation





Fast Classification of Terminologies (FaCT) [22] is a Description Logic (DL) [24]
classifier. It was developed by Ian Horrocks (University of Manchester), who also
joined the development of OIL and DAML+OIL and now is a member of W3C Web-
Ontology working group to develop OWL.
The FaCT system was written using Common Lisp. In order to make use of the
system, a Lisp environment is necessary. FaCT system works on Description Logic,
which is the basis of the Semantic Web. Therefore, it is natural that it can also
support reasoning about Semantic Web ontology.
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OilEd [8] is a graphical ontology editor. FaCT is built in OilEd as a reasoner. When
invoked, FaCT can point out inconsistencies if any. Since FaCT also supports con-
ceptual level reasoning, it can help OilEd show the graphical class hierarchy.
However, FaCT has a main restriction. It can only support conceptual level rea-
soning but not instance level reasoning. Hence, it is impossible for FaCT to check
instantiation relations.
6.2 RACER
Renamed ABox and Concept Expression Reasoner (RACER) [20, 21] is a TBox and
ABox reasoner for description logic SHIQ [23].
Similar to FaCT, RACER is also implemented in Common Lisp. It is a client-server
system. The front-end is called RACER Interactive Client Environment (RICE).
They are connected through the socket-based TCP/IP interface.
RACER has been applied to projects in Semantic Web and software engineering. It
has an advantage over FaCT that it can support both conceptual level and instance
level reasoning.
Open World Assumption (OWA) is employed by RACER. It means that “what cannot
be proven to be true is not believed to be false”. RACER returns true as long as
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it cannot deduce the result is false. This may cause incorrectness of results that
RACER returns.
6.3 Model Checking Through Alloy
The approach of using Alloy to check and reason about Semantic Web [13, 16, 17]
makes it possible to support instance level reasoning.
Alloy is a software modelling language. A Semantic Web ontology is transformed
from DAML+OIL into Alloy specification. A software tool called Alloy Analyzer
(AA) then analyzes the model to check the consistency of the ontology.
This approach can support both conceptual level and instance level reasoning, but
it has its own limitations. A finite scope must be provided for AA to do analysis.
Most of the time this is not a problem as long as the scope is small. However, if the
Semantic Web ontology is widely distributed through the Internet, the scope could
be hard to define. Our confidence in the result will depend on the size of the scope
adopted.
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6.4 Verifying DAML+OIL in Z/EVES
It is believed that the Semantic Web can become an application domain for software
modelling. The consequent research is to encode DAML+OIL into a formal mod-
elling language, then use an existing proof tool to help with verification. One of the
approaches is Z [14, 15] with its proof tool Z/EVES [18].
Unlike the approach of using Alloy, this approach does not have a limitation on
scope. This is because Z/EVES can support large scale proof and hence provide us
with confidence in the consistency of an ontology. Unfortunately it is not yet a perfect
approach. Like many theorem provers, Z/EVES is not fully automatic. Proof tasks
have to be performed interactively. This can cause a heavy workload to make sure
that a large scale ontology is consistent.
6.5 Comparisons and Contrasts
All these approaches make use of existing software engineering tools to reason about
Semantic Web ontologies, including the Isabelle approach. In software engineering, it
is hard to find the best solution. However, it is still possible to find a better solution
by comparing and combining some related approaches.
FaCT and RACER are two reasoners for Description Logic. They are closer to the Se-
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Approach Logics Verification Limitation
FaCT Description Logic DL classifier Conceptual level reasoning
RACER Description Logic DL reasoner Incorrectness of result
Alloy First Order Logic Model checker Lack of scalability
(FOL) Uncertainty of result
Z/EVES ZF set theory Theorem prover Lack of automation
Dedicated to Z only
Isabelle Higher Order Logic Theorem prover Lack of automation
(HOL) Significant supporting effort
Table 6.1: Differences among FaCT, RACER, Alloy, Z/EVES and Isabelle Approaches
mantic Web because SW is based on DL. FaCT only supports TBox (conceptual level)
reasoning, while RACER supports both TBox and ABox (instance level) reasoning.
The methodology used in the Alloy, Z/EVES, and Isabelle approaches is similar. Each
of them employs an existing proof tool to do verification so that time for developing
the proof tool is saved. Moreover, the brief procedures are also the same, encoding
or transforming DAML+OIL semantics into supporting languages, i.e., Alloy, Z and
Isar, then using the tool to check the consistency of Semantic Web ontologies.
All these four approaches together with the Isabelle approach are different from each
other. The differences exist in three aspects which are listed in Table 6.1.
6.5.1 Underlying Logics
The underlying logic of each approach depends on the aim of the system or the
language it uses during encoding.
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FaCT and RACER aim to reason Description Logic. One is a DL classifier, and the
other is a DL reasoner. Obviously, the underlying logic of these two approaches is
Description Logic.
Alloy is a modelling language. It can be viewed as a subset of Z. Alloy is designed
based on First Order Logic (FOL).
Z is a formal language. It is based on ZF set theory.
Isabelle can support a number of logics through logic libraries. Some of the libraries
are Isabelle/HOL, Isabelle/FOL and Isabelle/ZF. The library used in this project
is Isabelle/HOL, which implements Higher Order Logic (HOL). This is because Is-
abelle/HOL is the best developed one among all libraries.
6.5.2 Verification Methods
Usually there are two ways to do verification, model checking and theorem proving.
Model checkers try to find counter-examples to conclude that a statement is incor-
rect, whereas theorem provers try to prove directly or inductively to conclude that a
statement is correct. Both ways have their own pros and cons. So do the three tools.
Alloy Analyzer is a model checker. It is good at figuring out inconsistency in ontologies
by counter-example. If it fails to find any counter-examples in the given checking
space, it draws the conclusion that the ontology is consistent. However, this is not
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a safe result because counter-examples may still exist but out of the boundary that
AA checks.
Z/EVES and Isabelle are theorem provers. The way they work is straightforward,
just proving step by step that all relations in the ontology are consistent. It can be
a tough job to reason about an ontology with large scale. Whenever a statement is
unable to be proved, the whole process stops. In this case, users do not know whether
it’s because of the existence of incompleteness or lack of supporting information. If
there is inconsistency, either Z/EVES or Isabelle is unable to provide the details,
saying nothing of counter-examples.
6.5.3 Tool Limitations
The tools, Alloy Analyzer, Z/EVES and Isabelle, have their respective limitations.
The Alloy Analyzer has an obvious limitation. A finite scope must be given to narrow
down the checking space. This puts a restriction on the scale of the ontology that can
be analyzed. This may affect the correctness of the final result. As a model checker,
AA cannot avoid such common problems.
Theorem provers usually do not have the scope restriction problem. But their au-
tomation is weaker than model checkers. Both Z/EVES and Isabelle require user
interaction during proof. Except for lack of automation, Z/EVES and Isabelle have
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other specific limitations.
Z/EVES is a theorem prover based on Z. It is easy to use, provided that users have
good knowledge of Z notations. Comparing with it, Isabelle is a generic theorem
prover which requires simple knowledge of logical programming. However, the wider
the usage a theorem prover supports, the more supporting information it requires
during proof. In some sense, Z/EVES is more ”intelligent” than Isabelle. Sometimes
in Isabelle, a number of supporting statements need to be provided to reach the goal;
whereas in Z/EVES, a single command may do the same job.
6.5.4 Others
Besides the differences listed in the above table, these approaches have respective
special characters.
The first approach, FaCT with OilEd, can show graphical class hierarchy for a Se-
mantic Web ontology. FaCT can help to point out inconsistencies when invoked by
OilEd. However, this approach does not support instance level reasoning.
RACER with RICE is the only client-server approach. As the back-end, RACER
employs Open World Assumption, which may omit inconsistencies in a Semantic
Web ontology even if it cannot prove the ontology is consistent. This means that it
might have a wrong conclusion.
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Alloy with AA can not only point out inconsistencies if there are any, but also provide
counter-examples. This can help to trace the source of errors.
Z/EVES is developed to analyze Z specifications. It supports general theorem proving
in Z. In addition, it supports syntax checking, domain checking, precondition calcu-
lation and so on. Therefore, it is possible to use Z/EVES to check beyond Semantic
Web [18].
The approach of using generic theorem prover Isabelle is a kind of experiment. Al-
though it requires simple knowledge of logical programming, it is not an easy task to
get familiar with Isabelle at the beginning stage. A new user may even find it diffi-
cult to prove some simple goals. Another challenge is to extend the theory library.
However, the more supporting lemmas are included in the library, the faster the goal
is proved.
6.6 Chapter Summary
Four related approaches with different software engineering tools are discussed in this
chapter. Among them FaCT and RACER are DL reasoners, Alloy is a model checker
and Z/EVES is a theorem prover. In the chapter, we do comparisons and contrasts
for the four approaches. Advantages and disadvantages are listed clearly.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion and Future Work
7.1 Conclusion
The Semantic Web is a new technology. As the next generation of the web, a number
of research efforts are being carried out to make it support the requirements for
the future world. Semantic Web ontologies are an important part of Semantic Web
applications. Due to the large size of the web, their consistency is essential.
Isabelle is a generic theorem prover. People use it in many research fields. The
developers of Isabelle keep refining and enhancing it so that it can be helpful for
more and more researches.
The main purpose of this thesis is to let Isabelle play a part during the development
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of the Semantic Web. There are no specific matured tools that can reason about the
Semantic Web. It will be a good experiment if a generic theorem prover can do the
job.
Firstly the functions in DAML+OIL, a Semantic Web language, are encoded into an
Isabelle theory. This general theory SW forms the base for detailed ontology modelling.
The next step is to develop a tool to transform DAML+OIL ontologies into Isabelle
theories automatically. A Java program with supporting library is developed at this
time.
The last step is very dynamic. After transforming an ontology into a Isabelle theory,
some simple goals can be proved directly. However, most of the time users need to
provide supporting lemmas as intermediate steps to reach the goals. This is the main
disadvantage of using a generic theorem prover.
In conclusion, Isabelle can check the consistency of Semantic Web ontology at both
conceptual level and instance level. At the same time, it can help answer queries that
are not included inside the knowledge base. We believe that Isabelle can be used to
reason about Semantic Web as long as there are sufficient supporting statements.
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7.2 Future Work
This thesis is merely a start.
One part of the future work is to enhance the general Isabelle theory SW. It will be
more effective if the theory includes not only essential functions but also sufficient
supporting lemmas.
7.2.1 Alternative Approach
The alternative approach is to define only one theory called SW with an object list. The
datatype of every element in the list is a structure that describes a specific ontology.
When there is a new ontology, no new theory is defined. Instead, this ontology is
added to the list as an instance or element.
The ontology structure itself also has a list which contains all the class restrictions.
This structure has a boolean value true if there are no inconsistencies between all
the class restrictions. Otherwise, it is false.
This approach makes it possible to detect inconsistencies immediately after an ontol-
ogy is transformed into Isabelle.
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7.2.2 Cooperation With Model Checkers
Isabelle is a generic theorem prover. As a result, it lacks complete automation. Hence,
another part of the future work is to reduce user interactions as much as possible so
that the reasoning procedure can be more efficient.
As discussed in Chapter 6, model checkers and theorem provers complement each
other. To improve the performance of reasoning about Semantic Web ontologies, it
can be a better solution that Isabelle works together with a model checker like Alloy.
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This is the complete definition of theory SW in Isabelle. Please note that the sup-
porting lemmas are not finite. In order to do further reasoning, more lemmas are
essential.
theory SW = Main:








SWresource = Resource resource
| Class class
| Property property
section {* Type Function *}
consts
(* Class Function *)
instanceOf :: "class => SWresource set"
consts
(* Property Function *)
subVal :: "property => (SWresource * SWresource) set"
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section {* Function Declaration and Definition *}
subsection {* Class Elements *}
consts
subClassOf :: "class => class => bool" (infixl "[<]" 65)
disjointWith :: "class => class => bool"
sameClassAs :: "class => class => bool"
disjointUnionOf :: "class => class list => bool"
defs
subClassOf_def : "C1 [<] C2 == (instanceOf C1) \<subseteq> (instanceOf C2)"
disjointWith_def : "disjointWith C1 C2 == (instanceOf C1) \<inter> (instanceOf C2) = {}"
sameClassAs_def : "sameClassAs C1 C2 == (instanceOf C1) = (instanceOf C2)"
disjointUnionOf_def : "disjointUnionOf C CS ==
(ALL C1 C2. C1 mem CS & C2 mem CS --> disjointWith C1 C2) &
((UN c:(set CS). (instanceOf c))=(instanceOf C))"
subsection {* Property Restrictions *}
consts
toClass :: "property => class => class => bool"
hasValue :: "property => class => SWresource => bool"
hasClass :: "property => class => class => bool"
cardinality :: "property => class => nat => bool"
maxCardinality:: "property => class => nat => bool"
minCardinality:: "property => class => nat => bool"
cardinalityQ:: "property => class => class => nat => bool"
maxCardinalityQ:: "property => class => class => nat => bool"
minCardinalityQ:: "property => class => class => nat => bool"
defs
toClass_def : "toClass P C1 C2 ==
ALL c1 c2. c1:(instanceOf C1) = ((c1,c2):(subVal P) --> c2:(instanceOf C2))"
hasValue_def : "hasValue P C R == ALL c. c:(instanceOf C) --> {r. (c,r):(subVal P)}={R}"
hasClass_def : "hasClass P C1 C2 ==
ALL c1. EX c2. c1:(instanceOf C1) --> c2:(instanceOf C2) & (c1,c2):(subVal P)"
cardinality_def : "cardinality P C N == ALL c. c:(instanceOf C) = (card {v. (c,v):(subVal P)}=N)"
maxCardinality_def : "maxCardinality P C N == ALL c. c:(instanceOf C) = (card {v. (c,v):(subVal P)}<=N)"
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minCardinality_def : "minCardinality P C N == ALL c. c:(instanceOf C) = (N<=card {v. (c,v):(subVal P)})"
cardinalityQ_def : "cardinalityQ P C1 C2 N ==
ALL c1. c1:(instanceOf C1) = (card {c2. (c1,c2):(subVal P) & c2:(instanceOf C2)}=N)"
maxCardinalityQ_def : "maxCardinalityQ P C1 C2 N ==
ALL c1. c1:(instanceOf C1) = (card {c2. (c1,c2):(subVal P) & c2:(instanceOf C2)}<=N)"
minCardinalityQ_def : "minCardinalityQ P C1 C2 N ==
ALL c1. c1:(instanceOf C1) = (N<=card {c2. (c1,c2):(subVal P) & c2:(instanceOf C2)})"
subsection {* Boolean Combination of Class Expressions *}
consts
intersectionOf :: "class list => class => bool"
unionOf :: "class list => class => bool"
defs
intersectionOf_def : "intersectionOf CS C == ALL c. c:(instanceOf C) = (ALL CL:(set CS). c:(instanceOf CL))"
unionOf_def : "unionOf CS C == ALL c. c:(instanceOf C) = (EX CL:(set CS). c:(instanceOf CL))"
subsection {* Property Elements *}
consts
subPropertyOf :: "property => property => bool" (infixl "[<<]" 65)
domainOf :: "property => class => bool"
rangeOf :: "property => class => bool"
samePropertyAs :: "property => property => bool"
inverseOf :: "property => property => bool"
transitiveProp :: "property => bool"
uniqueProp:: "property => bool"
unambigousProp:: "property => bool"
defs
subPropertyOf_def : "P1 [<<] P2 == (subVal P1) \<subseteq> (subVal P2)"
domainOf_def : "domainOf P C == ALL (sub,val):(subVal P). sub:(instanceOf C)"
rangeOf_def : "rangeOf P C == ALL (sub,val):(subVal P). val:(instanceOf C)"
samePropertyAs_def : "samePropertyAs P1 P2 == (subVal P1) = (subVal P2)"
inverseOf_def : "inverseOf P1 P2 == (subVal P1) = (subVal P2)^-1"
transitiveProp_def : "transitiveProp P ==
ALL r1 r2 r3. (r1,r2):(subVal P) & (r2,r3):(subVal P) --> (r1,r3):(subVal P)"
uniqueProp_def : "uniqueProp P == ALL s. card{v. (s,v):(subVal P)}=1"
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unambigousProp_def : "unambigousProp P == ALL v. card{s. (s,v):(subVal P)}=1"
section {* Lemmas *}
subsection {* Cardinality *}
lemma














subsection {* SubClass *}
lemma
subClassI [intro!] : "(instanceOf C1) \<subseteq> (instanceOf C2) ==> C1 [<] C2"
by (simp add: subClassOf_def)
lemma





contra_subClassD : "C1 [<] C2 ==> x~:(instanceOf C2) ==> x~:(instanceOf C1)"
by (unfold subClassOf_def) blast
lemma





subClass_refl : "C [<] C"
by fast
lemma
subClass_trans : "C1 [<] C2 ==> C2 [<] C3 ==> C1 [<] C3"
by auto
subsection {* DisjointWith *}
lemma
disjointWithI [intro!] : "(instanceOf C1) \<inter> (instanceOf C2) = {} ==> disjointWith C1 C2"
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by (simp add: disjointWith_def)
lemma
disjointWithD [elim] : "disjointWith C1 C2 ==> x:(instanceOf C1) ==> x~:(instanceOf C2)"
by (unfold disjointWith_def) blast
lemma
rev_disjointWithD : "disjointWith C1 C2 ==> x:(instanceOf C2) ==> x~:(instanceOf C1)"
by (unfold disjointWith_def) blast
lemma





subsection {* ToClass *}
lemma
toClassI [intro!] : "ALL c1 c2.
c1:(instanceOf C1) = ((c1,c2):(subVal P) --> c2:(instanceOf C2))
==> toClass P C1 C2"
by (simp add: toClass_def)
lemma




by (unfold toClass_def) blast
lemma
toClassD2 [elim] : "toClass P C1 C2
==> c1:(instanceOf C1)
==> ((c1,c2):(subVal P) --> c2:(instanceOf C2))"
by (unfold toClass_def) blast
lemma
contra_toClassD1 : "toClass P C1 C2
==> c3~:(instanceOf C1)
==> ((c3,c4):(subVal P) & c4~:(instanceOf C2))"
by (unfold toClass_def) blast
lemma
contra_toClassD2 : "toClass P C1 C2











subsection {* SubProperty *}
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lemma
subPropertyI [intro!] : "(subVal P1) \<subseteq> (subVal P2) ==> P1 [<<] P2"
by (simp add: subPropertyOf_def)
lemma





subProperty_refl : "P [<<] P"
by fast
lemma
subProperty_trans : "P1 [<<] P2 ==> P2 [<<] P3 ==> P1 [<<] P3"
by auto
subsection {* InverseOf *}
lemma
inverseOfI [intro!] : "(subVal P1) = (subVal P2)^-1 ==> inverseOf P1 P2"
by (simp add: inverseOf_def)
lemma













This DAML+OIL example ontology is got from DAML+OIL web site for easy refer-
ence.











<daml:versionInfo>$Id: daml+oil-ex.daml,v 1.9 2001/05/03 16:38:38 mdean Exp $</daml:versionInfo>
<rdfs:comment>
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shoesize is a DatatypeProperty whose range is xsd:decimal.







age is a DatatypeProperty whose range is xsd:decimal.




























Animals have exactly two parents, ie:
If x is an animal, then it has exactly 2 parents
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<!-- @@CAVEAT: daml:collection is an extension of RDF 1.0 syntax;
don’t expect existing tools to support it.
See http://www.daml.org/2001/03/reference.html#collection for details.
-->
<daml:Class rdf:about="#Person">
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<Person rdf:ID="Adam">
<rdfs:label>Adam</rdfs:label>













































Ian is an instance of Person. Ian has shoesize 14 and age 37. From
the range restrictions we know that these are of type xsd:decimal
and xsd:nonNegativeInteger respectively. Ian also has shirtsize 12,
the type of which is the union type clothingsize; the discriminating
type "string" has been specified, so the value is to be taken as the
string "12" rather than the integer 12. We may be able to infer
that Ian is an instance of BigFoot (because 14 is a valid value for









Peter is an instance of Person. Peter has shoesize 9.5 and age 46. >From the
range restrictions we know that these are of type xsd:decimal and
xsd:nonNegativeInteger respectively. Peter also has shirtsize 15, the type
of which is the union type clothingsize; no discriminating type
























Santa is an instance of Person. Santa has two pieces of
associatedData, one of which is the real number 3.14159 and the
other of which is the string "3.14159". We may be able to infer a
logical inconsistency (because Persons can have at most 1 item of
associatedData, and a value cannot be both a string and a real
number).
</rdfs:comment>
<associatedData><xsd:real rdf:value="3.14159"/></associatedData>
<associatedData><xsd:string rdf:value="3.14159"/></associatedData>
</Person>
</rdf:RDF>
